ABSTRACT

The use of skeletal strokes is a new vector graphics realization of the brush and stroke metaphor using arbitrary pictures as 'ink'. It is based on an idealized 2D deformation model defined by an arbitrary path. Its expressiveness as a general brush stroke replacement and efficiency for interactive use make it suitable as a basic drawing primitive in drawing programs as well as windowing and page description systems. This paper presents our drawing and animation system, 'Skeletal Draw', based on skeletal strokes. The effectiveness of the system in stylish picture creation is illustrated with various pictures made with it. Decisions made in the handling of sub-strokes in a higher order stroke and recursive strokes are discussed. The general anchoring mechanism in the skeletal stroke framework allows any arbitrary picture deformation to be abstracted into a single stroke. Its extension to piecewise continuous anchoring and the anchoring of shear angle and stroke width are explained. We demonstrated how this mechanism allows us to build up powerful pseudo-3D models which are particularly useful in the production of 2½D cartoon drawings and animation. Animation sequences have been made to illustrate the ideas, including a vector graphics based motion blurring technique.

2 STROKES, SKELETONS AND ENVELOPES

Useful as they are for simple designs, constant thickness strokes cannot be compared to more general strokes for convenience and expressiveness. While it is possible to trace out the outlines of a brush trail every time (figure 1), this painstaking drawing method no doubt is a hindrance to the aspiring artist. It is also doubtful whether pictures of reasonable complexity can be managed if all the strokes are traced out this way — consider modifying a few strokes in Figure 3 if the strokes are polygons. In fact, one would not regard such a drawing method as 'drawing with strokes'. If a picture is drawn with strokes, the effects of each stroke should be apparent after a single application of the brush. In this sense, the constant thickness stroke provided by most drawing programs and the bitmap brush (whether anti-aliased or not) available in paint programs are both considered to be computer strokes. We shall discuss the deficiencies of each shortly.
2.2 Skeleton verses Envelope
Many drawing/2D warping packages allow the user to specify the deformation of a picture by reshaping an envelope around the undeformed picture. This technique has been advocated for applications in 2D animation in as early as the 70's[15] and is still widely used in the latest systems[32]. A coordinate system transformation based on envelope deformation is quite different from a skeleton based one. The former is much more well defined as the coordinates within an envelope can usually be interpolated bi-parametrically from the bounding curves defining the envelope.

To control the whole coordinate system with one single skeleton, however, a proper deformation model must be defined to handle the singularities arising from extreme bending cases. Under this definition, the 'skeleton techniques' described in [15] should not be considered as a skeleton deformation.

Envelope based techniques may be suitable for manipulating a few pictures. When it comes to controlling individual strokes in a complicated drawing, however, it becomes as cumbersome as the use of lines to trace out brush trails. One could see why the place of general brush strokes are not so easily replaceable.

2.3 Raster Based Strokes
Many powerful and expressive strokes have been proposed before in SIGGRAPH and other literature. Smith[46] and Whitted[50] proposed the use of antialiased Z-buffer images to create strokes with a 3D appearance. Bleser et. al.[10] used a lookup table of bitmaps indexed by the pressure and tilt reading of a 5D digitizer stylus. They effectively recreated a digital charcoal stick. Another system models graphite pencils in a similar way[49]. Greene's drawing prism[24] even allows the capturing of the path of virtually anything which is being dragged over the prism surface. However, strokes created by these systems suffer from the same problem as those provided by paint programs: after being drawn, they are difficult to edit, especially if they are antialiased.

3 EXISTING BRUSH AND STROKE MODELS

3.1 Raster Based Strokes
Other physical models exist. Strassmann[47] modelled the ink-laying processes of bristle brush on paper. Guo and Kunii[25] extended them to include ink-diffusion through the paper fabric mesh. Their results are attractive despite the relatively slow computation speed (1 to 2 minutes per stroke in Strassmann's prototype system). To achieve ultimate authenticity, Pang et.al.[38] even attached real bristle brushes to plotters and defined the strokes by the paths and pen up/down control parameters.

These strokes did reproduce on the digital computer, to a certain extent, the effects made by a brush or pen. Unfortunately, the dexterity demanded of the artist in the handling of the brush or pen is also transferred to the user at the computer, often in an unnatural way. The control parameters (speed of movement, pressure, tilt) of the individual strokes are either dependent on both a powerful input device and a skilful user, or they have to be
specifies explicitly. If digital strokes are no less difficult to control than real ones, it makes sense to do the drawings on paper and let the computer do the retouching and other post-processing jobs on the scanned-in version. A further problem is that simulation often takes too long for interactive use on small machines.

4 SKELETAL STROKES

The use of skeletal strokes[27,28] is a new realization of the brush and stroke metaphor. It does not use physical models (e.g. bristles of brushes or properties of paper) nor use repeated patterns as the basic drawing unit. Instead, an arbitrary picture and its deformation are abstracted into a skeletal stroke to draw with. This structured approach turns out to be far more general than those based on physical models. It is a rich framework for general picture deformation yet the only control parameter required is the brush path itself. The deformation of individual parts of a picture can be independently controlled. Higher order strokes can be used to build up complex pictures, while recursive strokes can be made to generate and manipulate fractals. Some effects that can be achieved include marks made by a bristle brush or a flat nib pen, the effects of wood cut and water-based ink with blotting effects (figure 4). With the use of the higher order anchoring mechanism, it is capable of giving an illusion of objects rotating. This is invaluable in the creation and manipulation of pseudo-3D models.

3.2 Vector Based Strokes

As for vector graphics based systems, apart from those which depend on constant thickness strokes, there are others following Knuth’s line of using analytical paths defined by the trajectory of some geometrical shapes[21,30,31]. The skeleton based stroke primitives in Berkel’s SIAS system[9] allowed the local width of a stroke along the path to vary arbitrarily. They might be suitable for specific applications like digital typography. These strokes are however too restrictive in form as a general brush stroke replacement.

In commercial drawing programs, the option to vary the stroke width is already a feature, yet the controlling of it is still far from satisfactory. For systems without a pressure sensitive digitizer, the stroke width is often determined by the drawing speed alone or with other controls[39]. Again, these rather unnatural means of making expressive strokes are difficult to use and time consuming.

3.3 Outcome or the Process?

The monitor screen is not a piece of paper and the digitizer not a pen. Although the brush and stroke metaphor is helpful for understanding the digital drawing process, it may not be wise to strive to model it completely. Since we are usually more interested in the final appearance of the stroke than the physical action of dragging a brush across paper, we might as well try to model the desired look of the stroke in the first place. Of course one could then argue that the mastering of the brush is in itself an art, in which case one should really go back to the use of the physical brush.

In the following sections, we shall first give a brief summary of the key features of skeletal strokes and our drawing program, 'Skeletal Draw'. Then its use as a general drawing tool and its applications in comics and animation making will be explained.

Figure 3: A picture drawn using nine different types of skeletal strokes after the Lithograph The Scream by Edvard Munch (1863-1944).

Figure 4: An assortment of effects with skeletal strokes. (a) Constant thickness skeletal stroke, (b) strokes with bending and twisting, (c) water based ink with a blotting effect, (d) 2 applications of a stylish stroke, (e) more than an ordinary flat-nib pen, (f) wood-cut, (g) 3 applications of a stylish stroke.

Figure 5: A stroke applied onto the same path with 3 different types of joints.
To eliminate these undesirable effects, we have proposed a deformation model based on an idealized material with non-localized deformation on axial compression. The lateral deformation is handled by spatially constraining the material to the local centre of curvature. In the cases of extreme bending, which is common for thick polyline strokes, we introduced a macroscopic centre of curvature (MCC) which is the intersection point of two angle bisectors at two adjacent joints. The coordinate space would converge towards the MCC as in the case for mitre, bevel and round joints are also derived.

If we use an undistorted skeletal stroke as a texture coordinate space[11], sampled images can be deformed with a skeletal stroke application using standard texture mapping techniques. Since the relation between the original (defined by the reference backbone) and the distorted (specified in the stroke application) coordinate systems is well defined, proper filtering of the texture map can be performed.

Normally, the flesh would freely stretch and shrink with the length of the application path. This might not be desirable for special features in a stroke, like serifs or other stroke-end forms. We have therefore defined an anchoring mechanism which allows the aspect ratio of part of the flesh (i.e. a subset of vertices or control points in the original picture) to be retained. This is actually achieved by parameterizing the coordinates to a new coordinate system with a shifted origin known as the anchor origin. The final coordinates (both x and y) on application are controlled by the width of the stroke application alone, hence a part of the flesh anchored to a single anchor origin would retain its aspect ratio and would not stretch or shrink with the application path length but would move with the final position of the anchor origin. If we anchor different parts of the flesh to different anchor origins, they would shift to different absolute positions.

The effect of anchoring to different anchor origins can be interesting. In figure 6, the figure's pupils (and half of each eye) and the rest of its face are both anchored but to different ends of the stroke. The former is anchored to the point A1; the latter to A2. If we change the stroke length while fixing the stroke width, the eyes will bulge with the end of the stroke while the rest of the face stays with the beginning of the stroke.

If the anchor origins themselves are anchored to other anchor origins, the deformation result would be even more dramatic. In fact, we have proved that for nth order anchoring, the final x and y coordinates are actually nth degree parametric equations with the coefficients being the respective x and y coordinates of the various anchor origins and the parameter being the changes in aspect ratio from the origin aspect ratio on definition[28]. Therefore we could conveniently encode any subtle deformations to a single stroke definition.

The elegance of the general anchoring mechanism lies in its consistency with the intuitive zeroth order anchoring and arbitrary deformation. The extension to piecewise continuous general anchoring and the use of this mechanism to construct pseudo-3D models shall be described in a subsequent section.

Figure 7: A stroke resembling a head. 2nd order anchoring has been used to control the deformation of the head to give an illusion of rotation. The anchor origins are determined automatically by the system.

5. SKELETAL DRAW: A SKELETAL STROKE BASED DRAWING SYSTEM

Skeletal Draw is an implementation of our vision of a professional drawing system (Figure 21). The current system is implemented on a 486 PC under MS-Windows™, and is derived from a previous Unix™ version on X.

The system consists of less than 15000 lines of C++ code. Basic drawing tools like the free-hand brush, the polygonal pen, rubber rectangles and so on are all available; their uses are basically identical to those in most other drawing systems. The major difference is that the strokes are directional and much more expressive than the usual constant thickness strokes.

5.1 Drawing with Skeletal Strokes

Drawing with skeletal strokes is similar to drawing with constant thickness strokes on other systems. To select a stroke to be used for a particular path, there is a repertoire of predefined or user-defined strokes to choose from in the menu. However, choosing from the menu is inconvenient, especially when artists are likely to use a variety of strokes interchangeably. To ensure quick switching between strokes, we therefore allow the binding of 40 different strokes to the numeric keys (together with a combination of the Shift and Control modifier keys). The system can of course take advantage of more powerful input devices like the pressure sensitive stylus. Skilful artists may want to modify the stroke attributes and to switch between strokes based on the pen pressure and speed. It is however worth pointing out that all the illustrations shown in this paper were created with just a modest 2-button stylus.

Besides varying the application path, a stroke application can be modified by specifying the stroke width and shear angle. This is done by interactively pulling out a rubber line from any one end of the stroke (Figure 21) or by specifying explicit numeric values. The length of the line indicates the stroke width and the angle the line makes with the path's normal would give the stroke the same amount of shearing. The direction of application can also be reversed by hitting a key. The colour and fill pattern of a stroke can also be changed without touching the objects in the original definition. Figures 20 and 22 are drawn using the same set of strokes used in Figure 2 and 3. After modifying an applied stroke, the system will immediately redraw on the screen the stroke resulting from the new application.

As is the case with PostScript[2], the stroking process (the application of a skeletal stroke along a path) is separated from the filling process. An area enclosed by a skeletal stroke path can be filled in the same way as polygons enclosed by constant thickness strokes are.

5.2 Defining New Strokes

Defining a new stroke is easy. The user simply drags out a stroke definition box in the middle of which is an L-shaped line.
(Figure 8). The horizontal part and the vertical part of the L-shaped line represents the stroke's reference backbone and the reference thickness respectively. The L-shaped line provides a scale for the new stroke, and everything within the box would be included as part of the stroke. If the orientation of the new design is not aligned with the reference backbone, the user can always transform the box (rotate, translate, scale or even put it in perspective) so that the L-shaped line is aligned with the picture before committing the definition. The inverse of the alignment transformation of the box will be used to transform the coordinates of the vertices or control points of the picture before parametric coordinates of the new stroke are recorded.

Figure 8: A stroke is defined from a picture of a fish (drawn with skeletal strokes). The stroke is applied (a) on a curved path, (b) on a polyline path, (c) using the ribbon style.

5.3 Higher Order Strokes
A stroke can be defined to consist of other skeletal strokes, in which case the stroke defined would be a higher order stroke. Actually, a stroke can even be defined in terms of itself by first laying out the applications of a special stroke named 'self'. Since the appearance of the stroke 'self' is insignificant, it is normally defined as a constant thickness rectangular stroke. It needs to be there for the user to specify the relation between the recursive applications and the entire stroke itself.

Deferred Application or Not
In the definition of a higher order stroke, we are faced with the question of whether to treat the appearance of the sub-strokes as geometric attributes which deform with the main stroke or just cosmetic attributes akin to pseudo-pen size in the final coordinate space[12]. The answer to this determines whether we apply the sub-strokes before defining the main stroke (sub-strokes being merely geometric objects of the main stroke) or whether we apply them after applying the main stroke (i.e. sub-strokes are applied onto newly deformed application paths). The former option would not involve application of the sub-strokes to potentially curlier paths and are referred to as the flattened definition. Flattened definition is easy to handle and is more efficient. It would, however, fail to take advantage of an important feature provided by the skeletal stroke framework: the anchoring mechanism. Furthermore, it cannot be used with self recurring strokes, since it is not possible to determine the 'self' stroke's appearance before it has been applied. In this case, either the deferred application (the second option) or the Measured Rendering Algorithm[4,5,6] must be adopted.

In our system, both options are available with deferred application as the default. With the case of deferred application, we still have to decide what to do with the resulting width of the sub-strokes. Under this mode, the resulting widths at different parts of a sub-stroke would differ in relation to the position and orientation of the main stroke. Even for strokes undergoing affine transformations, the determination of the 'correct' width is a problem. For sub-strokes subjected to highly irregular skeletal transformation, this becomes very difficult. Possible approaches adopted by us are to either reduce the width of sub-strokes to an invariant or to scale it in proportion to the width the resulting main stroke. In general, the results based on the latter (which is the adopted option) are found to be satisfactory. In cases where they are not, we can always go back to a flattened definition.

Rendering a Recursive Stroke
Rendering a recursive stroke explicitly by determining the resultant geometry is in general impossible. Since a recursive stroke is equivalent to an IFS (Iterated Function System) code (with a condensation set if objects other than itself are present in the definition)[3,4,5,6], the attractor is often a fractal with a fractal dimension less than 2. We therefore have to resort to one of the approximation methods for rendering these fractals. The Escape Time Algorithm[4] would result in a clean and sharp image while the Measured Rendering Algorithm[4,5,6] would give a quick but rough image of the attractor. Here, the decision on which algorithm and level of accuracy to use is left to the discretion of the user. Some sample recursive strokes are shown in Figure 9. One interesting point that is worth a small remark if the Escape Time Algorithm is used: after recurring to a certain stage, something must be drawn out by the system. In our system, this something can be specified by the user to be any arbitrary skeletal stroke. This technique is particularly handy for drawing plants and scattered objects. Furthermore, we could waive the contractive requirement of the transformations (the sub-strokes, in our case) as we are using the IFS to draw pictures but not to encode pictures.

Figure 10: Recursive stroke. (a) A pure recursive stroke defined in terms of 3 instances of itself. On application, it gives a Sierpinski triangle. The stroke can be deformed just like any other stroke. (b) A recursive stroke defined in terms of 2 instances of itself and 2 polygons. The stroke application has recurse to 5 level deep and a terminal stroke of a flower is drawn at the last level. (The flower has been anchored to retain its aspect ratio).

5.4 Anchoring the Flesh
Zeroth order anchoring is the more often used anchoring mode. It preserves the aspect ratio of a chosen part of a picture so that after
application that part would not stretch or shrink with the length of the application path. To perform a zeroth order anchoring is easy. In the stroke definition box, one just needs to use the Anchor Tool to circle the part of the flesh to be anchored and to specify an anchor origin, the position (within the box) to where that part of the flesh is to be anchored. All the vertices and control points inside the circled region would then be anchored to the anchor origin accordingly.

For higher order anchoring, it is not at all easy to figure out where to put the higher order anchor origins to achieve a particular effect. Instead of leaving the user to do this by trial and error, our solution to this is specification by examples. The user supplies an arbitrary number of instances of the picture, each of which corresponds to a different factor of the aspect ratio of the original picture. The system can then calculate the corresponding anchor origins.

### Anchoring Sub-Stroke Width and Shear Angle

If the given picture instances contain sub-strokes and the width and shear angle of the sub-strokes are not identical in different instances, then we must also find a way to describe these variations. The solution we have adopted is to record the width and shear angle of a stroke in the form of an additional point. The angle of the line joining this special shear-width point to the end of the stroke and the tangent of the end would be the shear angle and the length of this line the stroke width. This is identical to our use of a rubber line to interactively specify the width and the shear angle. This special point is then anchored in exactly the same way as other points.

### Piecewise Continuous Anchoring

If \( N \) instances are given, it is theoretically possible to use \( N-1 \) anchor origins to define a deformation that would result in the \( N \) given forms at the corresponding aspect ratio factors. Just as in curve fitting, we would not fit a \((n-1)\)th degree polynomial to a set of \( n \) points because of the over-crookedness of the resultant curve and the lack of localized control over the curve. Instead of determining the multi-level anchor origins which are the coefficients of the two continuous parametric equations, we could also employ piecewise continuous anchoring. In this case, the anchor origins (coefficients of the piecewise continuous parametric equations) can be easily determined from the neighbourhood picture instances. In the Skeletal Draw system, a Catmull-Rom spline interpolation scheme is employed.

### 6 General Drawing Applications

We anticipate that skeletal strokes would have considerable impact on many drawing applications: in fashion design where stylish bold strokes are often used; in interior design where pseudo-3D strokes representing furniture and architectural objects can be laid out with ease; in dynamic clip-arts which can deform dramatically beyond the limits of stretching, shrinking, shearing, twisting and bending. If implemented in windowing system kernels or page description languages like PostScript, the skeletal stroke deformation algorithm would extend the systems to permit expressive strokes to be specified in more or less the same way as the constant thickness strokes currently are, think about windows with borders in stylish strokes. In the case of PostScript, it would be something like:

```plaintext
iname setstroke % select a skeletal stroke
newpath ..moveto ..lineto ..curveto % path construction
5 setstrokewidth % optional controls
stroke % stroke application
```

### 7 Comics and Animation

One interesting application of skeletal strokes that we have been exploring is its use in comics and stylish 2½D animation production. Snoopy and the characters in 'The Yellow Submarine' are characters falling under this category[18]. Comics is a now a highly respected sub-culture in many countries especially in Japan. Works by famous comics artists like Tezuka Osamu[37] have even been studied and given literary praise. Pragmatically, comics publishing is also a mega-dollar business. Even though
demand for quality comics is high, the production of comics is still mainly a hand craft. Day in and day out, teams of overworked assistants are painstakingly filling in the buildings and pedestrians in the background and drawing in special dramatic effects to meet deadlines. Computers have not yet been able to offer substantial help because of the lack of efficient support for stylish strokes, which are essential for creating variety and atmosphere creating, and hence important to the success of a comics work.

Skeletal strokes with the use of the general anchoring mechanism could provide the comics artist with a library of faces, limbs and features which are pseudo-rotatable (Figure 7). Colour gradation and shading changes of the models can also be encoded into the strokes using gradation lines or points[14]. This library could be created by the artist at the character design process. With it the artist could quickly lay out the characters in various postures and positions. Wildly different looks that are not readily available from the library can be introduced by editing the looks of applied strokes. Without sacrificing the flexibility of hand drawing, this approach not only speeds up the production process dramatically, but also helps to make sure characters have a consistent form. The time consuming task of drawing buildings and other objects in the background can also be sped up with a library of pseudo-3D architectural strokes and recursive plant strokes.

7.1 Speed Lines for Motion Blurring

In both comics and animation, fast action is often represented by speed lines, which suggest the distance an object or character has travelled across the camera before its shutter is closed again. Motion blurring is particularly important in animation because it reduces temporal aliasing effects. Its method of generation in vector based cartoon has not been, however, a well addressed problem.

One possible way is to employ temporal antialiasing techniques like stochastic sampling across the time dimension[19,20] or the recently proposed more efficient technique of Spatio-temporal Filtering[45]. These methods involve considerable computational cost which would not be practical for interactive use unless on high-end machines. 2½D image based techniques have also been proposed[33] which are more efficient. However all these techniques require the resultant picture to be a raster image and therefore might not always be appropriate for use in an interactive vector-based drawing system. In traditional comics, the use of crisp lines and strokes to indicate motion is usually the preferred way. We have therefore implemented a simple method to efficiently generate speed lines based on the traditional approach for blurring cartoon objects.

The traditional technique used by famous animators like Shamus Culhane is to do nothing to the leading edge of the moving object but blur the trailing edge with a trail (which is the same colour as the object) along the direction of motion[18]. Based on this approach, our system generates speed lines as follows. The moving object is a polygon enclosed possibly by skeletal strokes (the polygons inside a skeletal stroke are handled in the same way). First we have to determine which points outlining the polygon make up the trailing edge of the object. For each evenly spaced outlining point then, this question is asked: does a point a very small distance away from it along the direction of the velocity lie inside or outside of the polygon? If it lies inside, the outlining point is on the leading edge, and nothing would be done to it. For points on the trailing edge, each would be attached with a thin triangle the colour of the polygon. The base of the triangle would coincide with the outlining point; the apex would lie at a distance proportional to the speed along the velocity direction.

The spacing of the speed lines now varies with the curvature of the trailing edge, or, to be precise, the sine of the angle θ between the velocity direction and the tangent of the polygon at the base of the speed line. This variation in spacing is annoying especially at curved trailing edges. To achieve uniform spacing between the resultant speed lines, we have to correct the step size of the speed line base point along the polygon by the factor sin(θ). We only draw the next speed line when the accumulated corrected spacing is greater than the specified spacing (Figure 14).

Figure 13: Two figures in bold strokes.
triangles. Why not arbitrary skeletal strokes along curved speed lines? So this is what we have done. To give an object drawn with Skeletal Draw a motion blur, the user only needs to transform the object to a new configuration (position and orientation). Using the specified stroke and speed line spacing, the system would create the speed lines from the new configuration to the old one. If a few intermediate configurations are marked before generating the speed lines, their paths would then be Catmull-Rom splines interpolating the various configurations.

7.2 Controlling a Pseudo-3D Stroke
We have demonstrated how to create an illusion of rotation by making use of the general anchoring mechanism. To perform that deformation, only one control parameter, the aspect ratio of the stroke, has been used. We could in theory control any kind of deformation of a picture with the aspect ratio alone. If different features in a picture are to change in different ways, however, it would be more convenient to have independent controls.

We shall explain how to introduce extra independent controls with an example. Figure 16 shows a stroke of a cube which has a face on one of its sides. We can independently control the rotation of the cube and the blinking of the eyes of the face. This is done by defining the cube as a main stroke with the face as its sub-stroke. As was mentioned in Section 5.5, each stroke application is recorded with reference to the stroke definition (or stroke definitions if sub-strokes exist). This means that any changes in the definition of the stroke 'cubeface' would propagate to that of the stroke 'cube' and the changes would be reflected in its resulting stroke applications. Now using general anchoring, we can define the eyes on the stroke 'cubeface' to blink by varying the stroke application length of the 'eye' stroke. Hence by manipulating the lengths of the definitions of the strokes 'cube' and 'eye', we can control the cube rotation and eye blinking actions independently. This feature is particularly attractive for animating stylish cartoon characters which have no actual 3D realization.

This hierarchical way to define skeletal strokes means it is possible to build up powerful 2½D models with an arbitrary number of independent control parameters. Actually, these controls can be raised from the stroke definition level: we can easily set up an external control system by which users can manipulate different features with pop-up sliders, dials or other graphical user interfaces. We shall not go into details here.

Figure 16: Hierarchical definition allowing independent control of different parts. (a) The definition of the stroke 'cube', 2nd order anchored by providing 3 instances at 1, 1.5 and 2 times its original aspect ratio (i.e. the left most one). (b) The definition of the sub-stroke 'cubeface' used in the definition of the stroke 'cube'. Notice that the eyes in the 'cubeface' stroke are also anchored skeletal strokes. The right eye has been closed by lengthening the application path. (c) Demonstrating how the 'eye' closes on varying its stroke length. (d) Application of the stroke 'cube' at different path lengths. Notice that the closing of the right eye takes effect at any 'angle' of the cube stroke.

We shall explain how to introduce extra independent controls with an example. Figure 16 shows a stroke of a cube which has a face on one of its sides. We can independently control the rotation of the cube and the blinking of the eyes of the face. This is done by defining the cube as a main stroke with the face as its sub-stroke. As was mentioned in Section 5.5, each stroke application is recorded with reference to the stroke definition (or stroke definitions if sub-strokes exist). This means that any changes in the definition of the stroke 'cubeface' would propagate to that of the stroke 'cube' and the changes would be reflected in its resulting stroke applications. Now using general anchoring, we can define the eyes on the stroke 'cubeface' to blink by varying the stroke application length of the 'eye' stroke. Hence by manipulating the lengths of the definitions of the strokes 'cube' and 'eye', we can control the cube rotation and eye blinking actions independently. This feature is particularly attractive for animating stylish cartoon characters which have no actual 3D realization.

This hierarchical way to define skeletal strokes means it is possible to build up powerful 2½D models with an arbitrary number of independent control parameters. Actually, these controls can be raised from the stroke definition level: we can easily set up an external control system by which users can manipulate different features with pop-up sliders, dials or other graphical user interfaces. We shall not go into details here.

Figure 17: A picture after a CACM front cover[1].

7.3 Animation with Skeletal Draw
Animation takes full advantage of the picture and deformation abstraction capability provided by skeletal strokes. The Skeletal Draw program has also been built with facilities to generate animation sequences. Traditional key-frame technique is used by Skeletal Draw. To create the key-frames, the user directly manipulates the characters in the scene. The system then calculates the in-betweens by interpolating Catmull-Rom splines. After the key-frames have been laid out, the program can do a quick playback using fewer in-betweens and substituting any skeletal strokes with rectangular (possibly deformed) ones. This quick preview is mainly to let the user to have a feel for the timing and smoothness of the motion. The in-betweens can be recorded in the same formats as the key-frames for inspection or further refinement. Because we are interpolating only the skeletons and they are usually of very simple forms, ensuring a proper interpolation of them is trivial. Furthermore, the shapes of the flesh are totally controlled by the skeletons, no interpolation of the individual points on the flesh is performed. Therefore the ambiguity of the shape blending problem[41,42] on the flesh would not arise at all.

The use of general anchoring is not limited to character creation. Since an arbitrary deformation can be recorded in one single stroke, a skeletal stroke can be viewed as an encapsulated unit of motion. These 'canned' motions can be applied conveniently at any time in a sequence. By redefining the sub-strokes, these motions can be used to animate other objects.

Stylized and complex drawings like those by Maurice Sendak[43] and Dr. Seuss[44] are known to be difficult to animate. It took Oscar winning animator Gene Deitch five years of experimenting before he found a way to transfer Maurice Sendak's drawing techniques to the screen[18]. With skeletal strokes' compact abstraction, complicated hatching or stippling can be condensed into simple units with which to further build up characters.

We have created a 1 minute animation sequence, The Cat in Skeletal Strokes, based on Dr. Seuss' The Cat in the Hat[44] character using the Skeletal Draw program. Two man days were used to create the sequence, which could have been even shorter.
had the bugs which appeared then been fixed earlier. Taking into consideration that our system was run on a 486 PC, this efficiency compares even more favourably than the Inkwell system[32]. The most time consuming part in the course of production is actually in the generation of antialiased frames.

We have presented in this paper the skeletal strokes framework for general drawing and animation. The framework has been demonstrated with the skeletal stroke based drawing system, Skeletal Draw. The decisions involved in its implementation and morphing control lines on sampled images, we could build up photorealistic pseudo-3D models of images instead of vector based pictures. With the hierarchical control over various parts of the strokes, we could start to make Michael Jackson’s eyes blink and his head turn independently instead of our cartoon character’s.

7.4 Incorporating Other Techniques
Metamorphosis or Morphing techniques[8,53] have received great attention lately due to their capability to generate dramatic but convincing deformations to photographic images with relatively simple calculations. By defining skeletal strokes to consist of morphing control lines on sampled images, we could build up photorealistic pseudo-3D models of images instead of vector based pictures. With the hierarchical control over various parts of the strokes, we could start to make Michael Jackson’s eyes blink and his head turn independently instead of our cartoon character’s.

There are also published techniques which are useful for high level specification of animation sequences. For example, skeleton based 3D animation techniques based on physical deformations of complex 3D models[16,23]. While these may be useful for realistic deformations, they are not quite applicable to stylish figures, which do not even have a 3D realizable form. Furthermore, physical simulation is often unnecessary in stylish animation, which is the field we have been focusing on.

Techniques like gait control[22], constraint based methods [7,29,36,40,51,52] and dynamics simulation[13,46] are certainly important for creating highly realistic and complex physically based motions. Incorporation of these methods into our system is worth exploring in future.

9 CONCLUSION
We have presented in this paper the skeletal strokes framework for general drawing and animation. The framework has been demonstrated with the skeletal stroke based drawing system, Skeletal Draw. The decisions involved in its implementation and
the resultant interaction style have been presented. In fact all the pictures and illustrations in this paper are drawn by the authors with the system without the help of a scanner. Figures 2, 3, 12, 19-22 in particular, demonstrate that skeletal strokes can be used to create rich and complex drawings from scratch. In the past, these can only be practically drawn with paint programs.

We have also introduced the combined usage of the hierarchical higher level stroke definition and the general anchoring mechanism to create pseudo-3D models with an arbitrary number of independent controls over different features of the model. The significance of these aspects in sample applications like comics and 2½D animation has also been discussed.
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